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A precise mathematical model plays a pivotal role in the simulation, evaluation, and optimization of photovoltaic (PV) power
systems. Different from the traditional linear model, the model of PVmodule has the features of nonlinearity andmultiparameters.
Since conventional methods are incapable of identifying the parameters of PV module, an excellent optimization algorithm is
required. Artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA), originally inspired by the simulation of collective behavior of real fish swarms,
is proposed to fast and accurately extract the parameters of PV module. In addition to the regular operation, a mutation operator
(MO) is designed to enhance the searching performance of the algorithm.The feasibility of the proposed method is demonstrated
by various parameters of PV module under different environmental conditions, and the testing results are compared with other
studied methods in terms of final solutions and computational time. The simulation results show that the proposed method is
capable of obtaining higher parameters identification precision.

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing price of fossil fuels and their possible
depletion, the growing trend to use renewable energy sources
has gained attention in recent years [1]. Solar energy is one of
the most practical renewable energy sources, which has been
used all over the world to provide an inexhaustible supply of
energy, without pollution or global warming [2]. The solar
energy is the fastest growing power-generation technology
with an annual growth rate of 50% between 2005 and 2013,
according to reports.

It is well known that numerous solar cells are connected
in series and parallel to form a PV module. Accurate solar
cell modeling has aroused sufficient attention over the past
years. The output curves of a solar cell exhibit nonlinear and
multivariable characteristics determined by the solar cell
parameters that describe its model under different operating
conditions [3, 4]. However, several models have been intro-
duced and proved to be successful in representing the behav-
ior of the solar cell systems by considering many physical
variables. Among them, two equivalent solar cell models are
widely used in practice: double and single diode models [5].

The double diode model contained seven unknown param-
eters and offers higher accuracy. On the contrary, the single
diodemodel has five unknownparameters, so it ismuchmore
common to use. In fact, both double and single diode models
require the knowledge of all unknown parameters, which is
usually not provided by manufactures. The main parameters
of both models comprise the photogenerated current (𝐼ph),
saturation current (𝐼

𝐷
), series resistance (𝑅

𝑠
), shunt resistance

(𝑅sh), and diode ideality factor (𝑛). Precise parameters of
mathematical model play a key role in the simulation, evalua-
tion, and optimization of solar cell systems. As a result, it is
necessary to take into consideration the parameters identi-
fication with a feasible optimization method.

During the last two decades, many methods for param-
eters identification of solar cells have been proposed. There
are two main methods used in the literatures to solve the
parameters identification for solar cell models: the traditional
and intelligent optimization methods. Newton’s method is
commonly used in identifying the parameters by mathe-
matical equations [6–9]. Despite having the advantage of
simplicity, its drawback heavily depends on the selection of
initial value. Furthermore, a new analytical solution method
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based on LambertW-function has been proposed to estimate
parameters of solar cell model [10, 11]. However, this method
has limited scope of application and falls into local minimum
point easily, which is the common deficiency of similar ana-
lytical methods. In addition, the parameters identification of
solar cell model has the characters of being nonlinear, multi-
variable, and multimodal; the traditional optimization meth-
ods could not solve the parameter identification problem
effectively. Based on the above discussion, the intelligent opti-
mization methods have been proposed to gain the best solu-
tion of parameters identification for solar cell model recently,
such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), pattern search (PS), harmony search (HS), simu-
lated annealing (SA), and artificial bee swarm optimization
(ABSO). Though these intelligent algorithms outperform the
traditional ones for solar cell parameters identification, they
have their respective limitations. The parameters identifica-
tion for solar cell model based on GA has the relatively high
percentage of errors associated with the estimated param-
eters and the complex binary conversion belonging to GA
implementation in [12]. In PSO, the selection of its inherent
parameters is concerned with the balance between explo-
ration and exploitation of particles, which may lead to trap
into local optima [13, 14]. The PS performance presented by
AlHajri et al. [15] depends strongly on the well-defined objec-
tive function and the computation time of PS optimization
algorithm could not be guaranteed at a reasonable time. The
diversity of HS algorithm could not be maintained to avoid
premature convergence, unless some of the worse harmonies
arewell considered by a given probability [16]. El-Naggar et al.
[17] proposed that the performance of SA is sensitive to
the initial solution and difficult to determine the parameters
of the cooling schedule through strict theoretical proofs.
In [18], ABSO is sensitive in initial parameters setting and
selected by roulette way, which results in diversity decreasing
and individual prematurity. Therefore, the nonlinearity and
multidimensionality of the solar cell characteristics expect a
high-performance optimization algorithm.

Motivated by the behaviors of fish swarm, a novel heuris-
tics called artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is intro-
duced into this topic for the first time [19]. AFSA has
many advantages, including good global convergence, strong
robustness, insensitivity to initial values, and simplicity in
implementing [20].TheproposedAFSAhas beenwidely used
in many different applications such as parameters analysis,
neural network classifiers, signal processing, network com-
binatorial optimization, and complex function optimization
[21–25]. Hence, this paper uses the AFSA to find the optimal
parameters of solar cell model. Different from the standard
AFSA operations, an intelligent mutation operator (MO) is
employed to further promote the optimization performance
of the algorithm in the later period of convergence process.
To verify the advantages of the improved AFSA method, the
proposedmethod is tested and applied to compare with other
parameters identification methods by experimental voltage-
current (V-I) data. The simulation results demonstrate that
the improved AFSA is superior to other methods in terms of
objective function with theminimum rootmean square error
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Figure 1: Equivalent circuit of a double diode model.

(RMSE), computational time, and parameters identification
precision.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a description of both solar cellmodels used in this work.
Section 3 proposes the improved AFSA with MO (MAFSA)
and applies it to the parameters identification for solar cell
models. In addition, simulation results and discussion are
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclu-
sion.

2. PV Module Modeling and
Problem Formulation

An accurate mathematical model describing the electrical
characteristics of solar cell is needed in advance. So far, there
are several equivalent circuit models which are proposed to
simulate voltage-current (V-I) output curves of solar cells.
Among them, two models are practically used, namely, the
double and single diode models [26, 27]. These two models
will be briefly introduced in the following subsections.

2.1. Double Diode Model. Generally speaking, an ideal solar
cell model under illumination is a photogenerated current
source connected in parallel with a rectifying diode. Nev-
ertheless, the fact that the current source is also shunted
by another diode modeled the space charge recombination
current and a shunt leakage resistor to take into account
the partial short circuit path near the cell’s edges because of
the semiconductor impurities and nonidealities. Moreover, a
resistor is connected in series with the cell shunt elements
due to the solar cell metal contacts and the semiconductor
material bulk resistance.The equivalent circuit of this double
diode model is shown in Figure 1.

In this double diode model, the terminal current of solar
cell 𝐼 can be expressed as follows:

𝐼 = 𝐼ph − 𝐼𝐷1 − 𝐼𝐷2 − 𝐼sh, (1)

where 𝐼ph is the photogenerated current; 𝐼
𝐷1

and 𝐼
𝐷2

denote
the first and second diode currents, respectively; 𝐼sh is the
shunt resistor current.

Taking the Shockley equation into consideration, the
two related diode currents are illustrated in (2) and (3),
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of a single diode model.

respectively. In themeanwhile, the leakage resistor current 𝐼sh
is calculated as shown in (4):

𝐼
𝐷1
= 𝐼SD1 [exp(

𝑞 (𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅
𝑠
)

𝑛
1
𝑘𝑇

) − 1] , (2)

𝐼
𝐷2
= 𝐼SD2 [exp(

𝑞 (𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅
𝑠
)

𝑛
2
𝑘𝑇

) − 1] , (3)

𝐼sh =
𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅

𝑠

𝑅sh
, (4)

where 𝐼SD1 and 𝐼SD2 are the diffusion and saturation currents,
respectively; 𝑞 is the electronic charge; 𝑉

𝐿
denotes the termi-

nal voltage; 𝑅
𝑠
and 𝑅sh are the series and shunt resistances,

respectively; 𝑛
1
and 𝑛

2
are the diffusion and recombination

diode ideality factors, respectively; 𝑘 is the Boltzmann con-
stant; 𝑇(𝐾) denotes the solar cell absolute temperature in
Kelvin.

Substituting (2)–(4) into (1), the terminal current of solar
cell in (1) is rewritten as shown in the following equation:

𝐼 = 𝐼ph − 𝐼SD1 [exp(
𝑞 (𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅

𝑠
)

𝑛
1
𝑘𝑇

) − 1]

− 𝐼SD2 [exp(
𝑞 (𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅

𝑠
)

𝑛
2
𝑘𝑇

) − 1] − (
𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅

𝑠

𝑅sh
) .

(5)

As can be seen, there are seven unknown parameters to be
estimated for such a solar cellmodel, namely, 𝐼ph,𝑅𝑠,𝑅sh, 𝐼SD1,
𝐼SD2, 𝑛1, and 𝑛2. To reflect the solar cell performance as well
as that of the real system, it is essential to obtain an accurate
parameters’ identification that presents the characteristics of
the solar cell.

2.2. Single Diode Model. Due to the simplicity and accuracy,
the single diode model is also used widely to represent the
solar cell behavior. The concept of this model is inspired by
combining together both diode currents, under the introduc-
tion of a nonphysical diode ideality factor 𝑛. In recent years,
it has been validated that the single diode model can fit the
experimental data successfully to some extent.The equivalent
circuit of this single diode model is shown in Figure 2.

The representation of this model can be formulated as
follows:

𝐼 = 𝐼ph − 𝐼SD [exp(
𝑞 (𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅

𝑠
)

𝑛𝑘𝑇
) − 1] −

𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅
𝑠

𝑅sh
. (6)

In this model, there are five unknown parameters to be
identified, namely, 𝐼ph, 𝑅𝑠, 𝑅sh, 𝐼SD, and 𝑛.

In conclusion, the double diode model significantly
improves the accuracy but at the expense of additional
parameter calculation. The single diode model is known to
have a reasonable tradeoff between simplicity and accuracy
under normal weather conditions. Therefore, this paper
employs the single diode model to identify the parameters of
PV module.

2.3. PV Module Model. The PV module is formed in the way
that parallel connection arrays consisting of solar cells are
first connected in series and then connected in parallel. A
blocking diode is connected in series with each PV string to
prevent excess current produced by other strings from flow-
ing back in a failed string. In series strings, a bypass diode is
connected across each PV module or number modules, pro-
viding energy releasing route to prevent power mismatching
losses even when partially shaded or soiled. Furthermore, the
mathematical expression of the terminal equation related to
the currents and voltages of a PV module with 𝑁

𝑃
parallel

strings and𝑁
𝑆
series cells is shown in

𝐼 = 𝐼ph𝑁𝑝 − 𝐼SD𝑁𝑝 [exp(
𝑞𝑉𝑁
𝑝
+ 𝑞𝐼𝑅

𝑠
𝑁
𝑠

𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑁
𝑠
𝑁
𝑝

) − 1]

−

𝑉𝑁
𝑝
+ 𝑁
𝑠
𝐼𝑅
𝑠

𝑁
𝑠
𝑅sh

.

(7)

However, for the PV module, it should be noted that the
identified parameters show a good associationwith the exper-
imental data; they cannot be exactly related to the physical
phenomena due to the differences between the solar cells con-
nected to form the modules.

2.4. Problem Formulation. It is obviously noted that (7) is
implicit and nonlinear transcendental functions, including
the total output current produced by the PV module in each
side of the equations. Moreover, these parameters such as 𝑅

𝑠
,

𝑅sh, 𝐼ph, 𝐼SD, and 𝑛 vary with temperature, solar irradiance,
and explicit analytical solutions for either output current 𝐼 or
voltage𝑉.This kind of equations is often solved by numerical
methods, curve fitting techniques, and intelligent optimiza-
tion methods [28]. Based on the characters of parameters
identification for PV module, this paper proposes the AFSA
optimization method to obtain the accurate parameters by
minimizing a predetermined objective function.

2.5. Objective Function. In order to extract the parameters of
PV module by the collected V-I data, an objective function
should be established before making an optimization process
[29]. In this paper, the RMSE is proposed as the objective
function to quantify the difference between the calculated
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Table 1: Upper and lower ranges of the PV module parameters.

Parameter Lower bound Upper bound
𝑅
𝑠
(Ω) 0 0.01

𝑅sh (Ω) 0 10
𝐼ph (A) 0 10
𝐼SD (𝜇A) 0 1
𝑛 1 2

results and themeasured data. According to the above discus-
sion, the relationship between the output current and voltage
described in (7) should be rewritten in the homogeneous
forms as follows:

𝑓 (𝑉
𝑎
, 𝐼
𝑎
, 𝐼ph, 𝐼SD,𝑅𝑠, 𝑅sh, 𝑛)

= 𝐼
𝑎
− 𝐼ph𝑁𝑝

+ 𝐼SD𝑁𝑝 [exp(
𝑞 (𝑉
𝑎
𝑁
𝑝
+ 𝑅
𝑠
𝐼
𝑎
𝑁
𝑠
)

𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑁
𝑝
𝑁
𝑠

) − 1]

+

𝑉
𝑎
𝑁
𝑝
+ 𝑁
𝑠
𝑅
𝑠
𝐼
𝑎

𝑁
𝑠
𝑅sh

,

(8)

where 𝑉
𝑎
and 𝐼
𝑎
are the voltage and current in actual opera-

tion, respectively.
Moreover, the newobjective function that sumsRMSE for

any given set of measurements is defined as

RMSE = √ 1

𝑀

𝑀

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑓
𝑖
(𝑉
𝑎
, 𝐼
𝑎
, 𝑥))
2
, (9)

where𝑀 is the number of the measured results; 𝑥 = [𝐼ph, 𝑅𝑠,
𝑅sh, 𝐼SD, 𝑛] is the vector of parameters to be identified.

In this paper, the objective function expressed in (9) is
utilized to provide a guidance for identifying different model
parameters.Thus, a different objective is presented as an alter-
native one to find the optimal sets of solar cell parameters.

During the process of AFSA optimization, the objective
function is introduced to be minimized with respect to the
parameter ranges. The upper and lower boundaries of each
parameter, provided by the literature survey, are tabulated in
Table 1.

In theory, the accurate values of unknown parameters
are obtained, along with the objective function which will be
close to zero. That is to say, in order to make the simulation
results better fit the actual values, the objective function in (9)
needs to be minimized. Obviously, the smaller the objective
function, the better the optimized parameters.

3. Solution to Solar Cell Models Based on
an Improved AFSA

According to the above analysis, the parameters identification
for solar cell models belongs to a class of NP-hard problems
and also is very difficult to solve. Artificial fish swarm
algorithm (AFSA), a novel intelligent algorithm, was first
proposed in 2003 [19, 20]. It has potential to be one of

the excellent techniques to obtain optimal or near-optimal
solutions to the solar cell parameters identification problems.

3.1. Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm. In a water area, fish are
most likely distributed around the region where foods are the
most abundant. A fish swarm completes its food foraging pro-
cess by taking several simple social behaviors. It is found that
there are three most common fish behaviors: (1) searching
behavior, that is, fish tend to head towards food; (2) swarming
behavior, gregarious fish tend to concentrate towards each
other while avoiding overcrowding; (3) following behavior,
the behavior of chasing the nearest buddy. Inspired by swarm
intelligence, AFSA is an artificial intelligent algorithm based
on the simulation of collective behavior of real fish swarms. It
simulates the behavior of a single artificial fish (AF) and then
constructs a swarm of AF. Each AF will search its own local
optimum, pass on information in its self-organized system,
and finally achieve the global optimum.

Suppose that the searching space is D-dimensional and
there are 𝑁 fish in the colony. The current state of an AF is
a vector 𝑋 = (𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
), where 𝑥

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛) is

the variable to be optimized. The food consistence of AF in
the current position is represented by 𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑋), where 𝑌
is the objective function. The distance 𝐷

𝑖𝑗
between 𝑋

𝑖
and

𝑋
𝑗
of individual AF can be expressed as ‖𝑋

𝑗
− 𝑋
𝑖
‖. 𝛿 is

defined as the factor of crowded degree, which represents
the crowded degree of a location nearby and avoids more AF
to gather together. Visual is the perception scope of an AF,
which determines themoving direction of eachAF.When the
perception range ofVisual becomes larger, the observation of
an AF can be more comprehensive. However, the number of
fish should growmore so as to reach the calculation amounts.
Under the actual situation, the appropriate value should be
selected by the specific case. Step is the largest moving step of
an AF. For fear of missing the optimum solution, the length
of Step should not be set too large. Of course, the length of
Step is too small to converge. Try number is represented as
the number of the biggest trial in the searching behavior.

In the initial state of the algorithm, the variable of trial
number should be defined as the trial times of AF searching
for food. Then, the following steps are described the fish
swarm behaviors.

(1) Searching Behavior. The fish follows the direction of food
with high concentration when the fish is in the searching
behavior. Suppose the current state of an AF is 𝑋

𝑖
and its

fitness is 𝑌
𝑖
. A new state is randomly selected in its Visual

field. If, in the maximum problem, 𝑌
𝑖
< 𝑌
𝑗
(as the maximum

problem and minimum problem can be converted with each
other, the maximum problem is discussed as an example
in the following analysis), move a step in that direction;
otherwise, select a state randomly again and judge whether it
satisfies the aforementioned condition. If it cannot be satisfied
after a predetermined times of Try number, it moves a step
randomly. The searching behavior is shown in Figure 3.
(2) Swarming Behavior. Swarming behavior is a behavior in
which a fish swims towards the central position of swarm
and avoids overcrowding. An AF at current state𝑋

𝑖
seeks the
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Figure 3: Searching behavior of AFSA.
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Figure 4: Swarming behavior of AFSA.

companion’s number 𝑛
𝑓
and its central position in its current

neighborhood (𝐷
𝑖𝑗
< 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙); if 𝑌

𝑐
/𝑛
𝑓
> 𝛿𝑌
𝑖
, it means that,

at the center of the fish colony, there is enough food and it
is not too crowded. The swarming behavior is illustrated in
Figure 4.

(3) Following Behavior. Following behavior is the process
where the fish captures the most active individual of swarm
nearby. Suppose𝑋

𝑖
is the current state of AF searching com-

panion 𝑋max in the neighborhood with 𝑌max; if 𝑌max/𝑛𝑓 >
𝛿𝑌
𝑖
, this means that the current position of companion

𝑋max has a higher food consistence and it is not crowded
enough. The AF will move a step towards the companion
𝑋max; otherwise, it will continue the searching behavior. The
following behavior can be seen in Figure 5.

(4) RandomBehavior.The realization of the random behavior
is relatively simple. It means selecting a state randomly in the
Visual field and swimming towards that direction. In fact, that

Yes

No

Xi

Xi in searching behavior

Seek the companion’s number nf and
companion Xmax in the neighborhood with Ymax

Ymax
nf

> 𝛿Yi

‖ ‖
Xi|next = Xi + rand() · Step ·

Xmax − Xi

‖Xmax − Xi‖

Figure 5: Following behavior of AFSA.

Procedure Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm
AF initialization()
while the result is satisfied do

switch (AF foodconsistence())
case value 1

AF Following();
case value 2

AF Swarming();
default

AF Searching();
end switch
AF move()
get result();

end while
end Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Procedure for the AFSA.

is a default behavior of the searching behavior; namely,𝑋
𝑖|next

is the next position of𝑋
𝑖
:

𝑋
𝑖|next = 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙, (10)

where 𝑟 is the random number in range of [−1, 1].

(5) Bulletin. Bulletin is used to record the AF’s optimal state
and the optimal value of the problem. Each AF updates its
own state and compares it with the bulletin after making
movements. If its current state of AF is better, then the value
on the bulletin will be replaced. At the end, the value on the
bulletin is the optimal solution of the problem.

In the process of AFSA, searching behavior lays the foun-
dation for the AF; swarming behavior enhances the conver-
gence of stability; following behavior ensures the convergence
of quickness; behavior selection guarantees the high effi-
ciency and stability of the algorithm. Through the behavior
selection, the AFSA can form an optimization strategy with
high efficiency. The procedure of the AFSA is shown in
Algorithm 1.

3.2. AFSA with Added Mutation Operator. The AFSA has
the ability to grasp the searching direction and avoid falling
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into the local optimum. But when some fish move in aimless
randomly or gather around the local optima, the convergence
speed will be slowed down greatly and the searching accuracy
is greatly reduced. To avoid premature convergence, an intel-
ligent MO similar to the genetic algorithm is employed to
enhance the ability escaping from the local optima in this
paper [12]. If the state of AF is not improved during the itera-
tions and the AF has entered into a state of partial mining, it
needs to be mutated. The specific steps are as follows.

(1) Randomly select one of the variables in the position
to plus one and choose the nonnull to minus one.

(2) If the value of state is better than that of the current
state, update the state of position; otherwise, go back
to step (1) until the initial number of the mutating
operation is satisfied.

By adding the mutation mechanism into the standard
AFSA, it achieves the aim of altering the state of each AF.
Through adjusting the swarms, the rate of convergence and
the global searching ability of AFSA are both improved. The
selection of mutating probability will have a great influence
on the performance of the proposed algorithm, which has a
positive correlation with the elapsed time. According to the
experimental experience, the probability of mutation oper-
ator (PMO) selected as 1/(30𝐷) ∼ 1/(10𝐷) (𝐷 is the dimen-
sion) can obtain a good performance. Usually, the PMO of an
AF is assumed to be 0.03∼0.1.

3.3. Identifying Parameters of Solar Cell Models with Improved
AFSA. The steps of the proposed algorithm used in this work
to obtain the optimal parameters of solar cell models can be
summarized as follows.

Step 1. Initialize the state of fish swarm, such as MAXGEN,
Sizepop, Step, Try number, Visual, 𝛿, and PMO.

Step 2. The values of the objective function for all individuals
are evaluated, and the best individual is assigned to the bul-
letin board.

Step 3. The state of each fish is updated by the behaviors of
searching, swarming, and following. Anewfish swarm is gen-
erated.

Step 4. All the individuals are reevaluated. If one individual is
superior to the bulletin board, it would replace the individual
on the bulletin board.

Step 5. Add the mutation operator to the standard AFSA.

Step 6. Evaluate objective function and refresh the bulletin
board.

Step 7. Steps 3 to 6 are repeated until the termination condi-
tion of the AFSA is met.

Step 8. Thebest individual of the fish swarm is selected as the
optimal solution to the solar cell parameters identification.

Initialize the state of 
fish swarm

Start

Add the mutation 
operator to AFSA

Evaluate the all individuals and assign the 
best individual to the bulletin board

Update itself by searching, swarming,

fish swarm

Refresh the bulletin board

Meet the termination 
conditions of the AFSA? 

End

Yes

Yes

Evaluate all individuals; if one
individual is superior to the bulletin board,
update the bulletin board for the individual

No

No

Evaluate the value of RMSE for
each fish

and following behavior and generate a new

Figure 6: Flowchart of identifying PV module parameters with the
improved AFSA.

In conclusion, the flowchart of identifying the PVmodule
parameters is shown in Figure 6.

4. Results and Discussions

The improved AFSA technique is proposed to identify the
parameters of PV module in this section. The efficiency of
the improved AFSA-based parameters identification method
is verified by identifying the experimental data of PV mod-
ule under different irradiance and temperature conditions.
Comparisons with other optimization algorithms for identi-
fication are also presented for the experimental data, which is
generated using the single diode PV module model.

Sincewe cannot practically guarantee optimal parameters
for the experimental PV module, we consider the results
with the minimum RMSE, defined in (9), to be the optimal
solution. All the algorithms are programmed and imple-
mented in MATLAB environment to identify the PVmodule
parameters using the single diode model on a standard PC
with a 2.66GHz Core i7 Intel CPU and 6G RAM operating
under the Windows 7 operating system.
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Figure 7: Comparisons of convergence speed and precision among the five algorithms in four benchmark test functions.

4.1. Efficiency of MAFSA. In order to study the performance
of the proposed AFSA, four nonlinear functions have been
used to investigate its optimization capacity, as shown in
(11)–(14). All these functions are multimodal functions with
a lot of local optima around global optima. When dealing
with multimodal optimization problems, the standard AFSA
is always stuck into local optima because of individual
premature. Based on this, some mechanisms such as leaping
behavior (LAFSA) [30], crossover operator (CAFSA) [31],
and global information of AF (GAFSA) [32] have been

proposed to improve the performance of the standard AFSA.
Figure 7 illustrates the comparisons of convergence speed and
precision among the five algorithms.

The iteration timesMAXGEN of four optimization func-
tions are different according to the different function dimen-
sions. The iteration times of (11)–(14) are 50, 50, 300, and
200, respectively. Similar simulation conditions, including
Sizepop, Step, Try number, Visual, and 𝛿, are set to ensure
a fair evaluation in the same benchmark test function as
follows: Sizepop = 20, Step = 0.3, Try number = 20, Visual
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= 1.5, and 𝛿 = 0.618. In addition, the probability of leaping
behavior 𝛽 and crossover operator 𝛼 is selected the same as
in [30, 31]

max𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑥 sin (10𝜋𝑥) + 2 (11)

subject to 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 2, where

max𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 cos (2𝜋𝑦) + 𝑦 sin (2𝜋𝑥) (12)

subject to −2 ≤ 𝑥, 𝑦 ≤ 2, where

min𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 − 10 cos (2𝜋𝑥) − 10 cos (2𝜋𝑦) + 20
(13)

subject to −5 ≤ 𝑥, 𝑦 ≤ 5, where

min𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 1

4000
(𝑥
2
+ 𝑦
2
) − cos𝑥 cos(

𝑦

√2

) + 1 (14)

subject to −10 ≤ 𝑥, 𝑦 ≤ 10.
The simulation results demonstrate that four improved

AFSAs can effectively enhance the convergence speed and
optimizing precision by comparisonwith the standardAFSA.
Meanwhile, the four improvedAFSAshave the ability to avoid
the problem of premature convergence. However, because the
basic ideas of the four improved AFSAs are slightly different,
the optimization effect may appear to have significant differ-
ence, especially in solving different optimization problems.

For LAFSA, the AFs gather around the extreme point
in the later period of convergence, while the leaping step at
this moment changes in a relative large range, so it does not
avoid the problems of erratic fluctuation in the nearby of the
optimal value.Therefore, it is difficult to obtainmore accurate
results of approximation by LAFSA.

For CAFSA, as evolution continues, the fish swarm tends
to simplification. The effect of new individual AF gener-
ated by crossover operation might gradually disappear; the
iteration process of AFSA will terminate soon. When the
group size Sizepop is large, the calculated amount is inevitably
increased and computational efficiency is also unavoidably
influenced.

For GAFSA, when there exists an extraordinary local
extremum (the fitness value of this local extremum is signifi-
cantly bigger than others), this individual AF will be selected
repeatedly with the action of adding global information in
the position increment vector. Fish swarm in the following
generation would be soon brought under control by the
extraordinary individual AF, which results in low competi-
tiveness of fish swarm. And the AFs may stay stuck in local
extreme point easily.

Meanwhile, forMAFSA, the history of best AF is retained,
and the other AFs mutate in a given probability. In this way,
the best individual AFwill not be lost in convergence process,
and also the searching scope is enlarged. As a consequence,
the MAFSA ensures population stability and diversity and
increases the accuracy and convergence speed.

In comparison with the other improved AFSAs, it can be
seen that the new AFSA with MO has no obvious deficiency
and increases the possibility of searching the global optimum.
Hence, it is feasible to identify the unknown parameters for
PV module based on the AFSA with MO.

Figure 8: Outdoor test platform of PV modules on the roof.

4.2. Identification Results for Experimental Data. In order
to verify the effectiveness of proposed algorithm, several
experiments were implemented on the established outdoor
test platform on the roof of the Experiment Building inHohai
University Changzhou Campus (latitude 31.82 N, longitude
119.98 E) as shown in Figure 8. There are three PV modules
installed onto the rack. A programmable electrical load con-
trolled by digital signal processor (DSP)was designed tomea-
sure theV-I curves of PVmodules [33].The values of voltage
and current are collected by high-precision voltage sensor
TBV50AD and current sensor TBC10LX. The resolution of
measured voltage and current is 10mV in the range of 0–
50V and 1mA in the range of 0–10A, respectively. 30 V-I
points were measured for one V-I curve in approximately
20ms, in case of weather condition changing. Coplane irradi-
ance and the temperature of ambient temperature are mea-
sured simultaneously by the pyranometer TBQ-2 and tem-
perature sensor Pt100, respectively. All the measured data
were transmitted via a wireless local area network to the host
PC in the laboratory.

The actual PV module temperature is relatively higher
than the temperature of ambient temperature. So the follow-
ing equation is used to transform PV module temperatures
from measured ambient temperatures:

𝑇 = 𝑇air +
NOCT − 20

800
× 𝑆, (15)

where 𝑇 is PV module temperature, 𝑇air represents the mea-
sured average temperature in the air, NOCT is the nominal
operating cell temperature, and its value is approximately
48∘C in general; 𝑆 is the measured solar irradiance which is
coplane with PV module. In this paper, one actual module
was utilized, Trina TSM-250PC05A (poly-crystalline). There
are 60 solar cells connected in series to form this type of PV
module.

Meanwhile, it is assumed that the environmental condi-
tions of all solar cells connected in one module are identical.
The Newton-Raphson (NR) method in MATLAB software
programmed by M-file is utilized for the parameters identi-
fication. For all the evolutionary algorithms, the population
size Sizepop is set to 30 numbers and the maximum allowable
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generationsMAXGEN are set to 100. ForGA implementation,
the crossover rate 𝑃crossover = 0.4 andmutation rate 𝑃mutation =
0.2 are utilized for the convergence process test. As for PSO
implementation, the algorithm parameters are set as learning
factors 𝑐

1
= 𝑐
2
= 1.49445, inertia weight factors 𝜔max =

1 and 𝜔min = 0.7, and velocity clamping factor 𝑉max =

[2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.002, 2]. The parameters set for ABSO algorithm,
obtained by trail, are as follows: the swarm size is set to 30
of which 25 bees are onlooker and 5 bees are scout, number
of elites 𝑛

𝑒
= 5, radius of walk parameters 𝜏max = 0.2

and 𝜏min = 0.02, and decreasing linear parameters 𝜔
𝑒max =

𝜔
𝑏max = 2.5, 𝜔

𝑒min = 𝜔
𝑏min = 1.25. The parameters of

MAFSA are consistent with the parameters in Section 4.1. It
is worth noting that the initial setting parameter is obtained
by multiple trials.

During the parameter identification process for the PV
module, the values of the objective function in different
optimization algorithms are shown in Table 2. Table 2 lists the
model parameters of the Trina TSM-250PC05A (polycrys-
talline) PV module under irradiance condition 950W/m2
at 25∘C, which are identified from the experimental data.
The optimal identified parameters along with the minimal
RMSE values for single diode model found by the MAFSA
are summarized, in comparison with the results obtained by
othermethods. As can be seen, it is obvious that the proposed
algorithm outperforms the other ones since it has found the
smaller RMSE values. For this reason, the optimal identified
parameters found by the MAFSA are more close to the real
PV module parameters than other methods.

Moreover, in order to further evaluate the accuracy and
effectiveness of the MAFSA-based parameters identification,
the parameters identified by the standard AFSA and AFSA
with MO are shown in Figure 9. To ensure the impartiality of
comparisons, the stop criteria of both algorithms are equal to
themaximum iteration number with 100. By comparison, the
iterative precision of the standardAFSA is reached by 9.04𝑒−4
until the maximum iteration number is met, while the AFSA
with MO is reached by 8.41𝑒 − 4 with only 22 iterative times.
From the iteration process in Figure 9, it can be obviously
seen that the AFSA with MO provides better results than the
standard AFSA. The superiority of the MAFSA is reflected
not only in convergence speed, but also in the convergence
accuracy. This is due to the intelligent mutation operator
employing unceasingly in the iteration process.Therefore, the
improvement of the standard AFSA can obviously enhance
the global search ability and achieve the desired results. The
simulation results show the correctness and efficiency of the
presented algorithm.

For further effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the
MAFSA is evaluated by using this type of PV module oper-
ating under different irradiance and temperature conditions.
In this paper, four different irradiance conditions (𝑆 =

950W/m2, 955W/m2, 405W/m2, 410W/m2) but with differ-
ent temperatures (𝑇 = 25

∘C, 45∘C, 25∘C, 45∘C) are tested.
After applying the proposed MAFSA to each experimental
data, the identified parameter values and the minimal RMSE
are illustrated in Table 3. Meanwhile, Figure 10 shows the
simulated V-I curves using the identified parameters along
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Figure 9: Convergence process of standard AFSA and AFSA with
MO for parameters identification.
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with the experimentally measuredV-I curves under different
irradiance and temperature conditions.

As can be seen, the RMSE values of the testing PV mod-
ules are much lower, which indicates that the best objective
function value can be obtained at each iteration process.

In addition, theV-I characteristic curves generated using
the parameters identified by the proposedmethod are plotted
against the experimental data for the commercial PV mod-
ule under different environmental conditions, namely, five
different irradiances (𝑆 = 950W/m2, 795W/m2, 610W/m2,
405W/m2, 190W/m2) with constant temperature (𝑇 = 25∘C)
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Table 2: Comparison of different methods for parameter identification with experimental data (TSM-250PC05A,𝑁
𝑃
= 3, and𝑁

𝑆
= 60).

Parameter Method
NR GA PSO ABSO AFSA MAFSA

𝑅
𝑠
(Ω) 0.0047 0.0025 0.0021 0.0029 0.0028 0.0028

𝑅sh (Ω) 4.8973 4.9996 2.6191 4.9104 5.0017 5.0094
𝐼ph (A) 8.7984 8.7746 8.8808 8.7948 8.7950 8.7949
𝐼SD (𝜇A) 2.41𝑒 − 5 0.1044 0.8180 0.0922 0.1020 0.1021
𝑛 0.9256 1.5123 1.5226 1.3416 1.3488 1.3488
RMSE 0.1517 9.98𝑒 − 4 1.17𝑒 − 3 1.51𝑒 − 3 9.04𝑒 − 4 8.41𝑒 − 4

Table 3: Parameters identification for the TSM-250PC05A PV
module under different irradiance and temperature conditions (S:
W/m2, T: ∘C,𝑁

𝑃
= 3, and𝑁

𝑆
= 60).

Parameter
TSM-250PC05A

𝑆 = 950 𝑆 = 955 𝑆 = 405 𝑆 = 410

𝑇 = 25 𝑇 = 45 𝑇 = 25 𝑇 = 45

𝑅
𝑠
(Ω) 0.0028 0.0028 0.0028 0.0028

𝑅sh (Ω) 4.9989 5.0020 6.6044 6.6075
𝐼ph (A) 8.7950 8.8889 3.5180 3.5556
𝐼SD (𝜇A) 0.1010 0.9470 0.1010 0.9470
𝑛 1.3483 1.3417 1.3484 1.3417
RMSE 8.95𝑒 − 4 8.78𝑒 − 4 8.75𝑒 − 4 8.62𝑒 − 4

and five different temperatures (𝑇 = 5∘C, 15∘C, 25∘C, 35∘C,
45∘C) with constant irradiance (𝑆 = 950W/m2). By the
way, an intelligent temperature-control instrument is used to
simulate temperatures in a large range. For the sake of clar-
ity, we have only marked selected experimental data points,
uniformly distributed within the V-I range, for each curve
of TSM-250PC05A (polycrystalline) PVmodule in Figures 11
and 12, respectively. From Figures 11 and 12, we can see that
the V-I values of the curves obtained using the identified
parameters are quite consistent with the experimental data
over the whole range, which means that the parameters iden-
tified by our proposed MAFSA can represent the intrinsic
parameters of the PV module efficiency.

4.3. Computational Time and Parameters Identification Pre-
cision of the Proposed Method. Here, we report not only the
number of function evaluations but also the computational
time. The reason is that the computational time can reflect
the efficiency of algorithms more comprehensively than the
number of function evaluations in direct search methods.

However, how to fairly compare the GA, PSO, SA, and
AFSA is a problem, as their mechanisms and parameters are
different. Firstly, for all the evolutionary algorithms, the pop-
ulation size is set to 30 numbers and the maximum iteration
number is set to 100 in Section 4.2.The individual code com-
puting is 30 × 100 times for all evolutionary algorithms. For
the sake of simplicity, the minimal computational time with
simulation results from 10 runs for PV module is presented
in Table 4.
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Table 4: Comparison of the computational time for parameters
identification with other methods.

Parameter Method
GA PSO ABSO AFSA MAFSA

Time/s 42 59 104 89 67
RMSE 9.81𝑒 − 4 9.12𝑒 − 4 1.36𝑒 − 3 8.98𝑒 − 4 8.41𝑒 − 4

FromTable 4, it is very clearly seen that the computational
efficiency of the MAFSA has been improved significantly
compared with that of other methods.

In addition, to ensure the impartiality of comparisons, the
stop criteria of all the evolutionary algorithms are equal to
the iterative precision with 9.0𝑒 − 4. By constantly adjusting
the parameters of the above algorithms, all the algorithms can
always converge to the given iterative precision after several
iterations. However, the difference is that each algorithm has
the different selection of parameters, which lead to a great dis-
parity of computational complexity among all the algorithms.
The parameters of different algorithms are presented as fol-
lows.

(1) For GA, Sizepop = 50, MAXGEN = 200, 𝑃crossover =
0.6, and 𝑃mutation = 0.1.

(2) For PSO, Sizepop = 30,MAXGEN = 100, 𝑐
1
= 2.7, 𝑐

2
=

1.3, 𝜔max = 0.9, and 𝜔min = 0.3.
(3) For ABSO, Sizepop = 50, MAXGEN = 500, 𝑛

𝑒
= 20,

𝜏max = 0.2, 𝜏min = 0.02, 𝜔𝑒max = 𝜔𝑏max = 2.0, and
𝜔
𝑒max = 𝜔𝑏max = 1.0.

(4) For AFSA, Sizepop = 50, MAXGEN = 100, Step = 0.1,
Try number = 50, Visual = 1.0, and 𝛿 = 0.618.

(5) For MAFSA, Sizepop = 30, MAXGEN = 100, Step =
0.5, Try number = 20, Visual = 2.5, 𝛿 = 0.618, and
PMO = 0.05.

Obviously, we can see that the individual code computing
for different algorithms is 50 × 200 times, 30 × 100 times, 50 ×
500 times, 50 × 100 times, and 30 × 100 times, respectively.
The computational time of theMAFSA is in direct proportion
to the computational complexity.The corresponding compu-
tational times of the algorithms are 87 s, 64 s, 205 s, 77 s, and
53 s, respectively.

In the iterative processes, the PSO and ABSO for param-
eters identification have a large distribution of results, which
cannot guarantee consistency in the identified solutions.
Meanwhile, the MAFSA generated variation in a relatively
small range and the standard deviation are small and toler-
able. It is demonstrated that the proposed algorithm has a
better quality of solution and robustness for parameters iden-
tification of PVmodule. In otherwords, the proposedmethod
is able to effectively obtain the parameters of PV module and
thus can always estimate the parameters with good accuracy
and consistency.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes parameters identification for PVmodule
based on an improved AFSA. The feasibility of the proposed

algorithm has been verified by identifying the parameters of
one commercial PV module with single diode model under
different operating conditions. The simulated current values
are in good agreement with the experimental data, which
mean that the proposed algorithm has high precision and fast
convergence speed. Comparing with the other methods from
the literatures, the results obtained by the MAFSA are quite
superior and promising.

As a result, the improved AFSA algorithm is a useful way
and can be efficiently applied to parameters identification for
various types of PV modules. In future work, the fault diag-
nosis for PV modules will highlight the importance of this
accurate parameters identification.
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